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Abstract 

Many problems in computer graphics and computer vision involve high-dimensional 3D-8D visual datasets. Real-
time image synthesis with changing lighting and view is often accomplished by pre-computing the 6D light transport 
function (2 dimensions each for spatial position, incident lighting and viewing direction). Realistic image synthesis 
also often involves acquisition of appearance data from real-world objects; a BRDF (Bi-Directional Reflection 
Distribution Function) that measures the scattering of light at a single surface location is 4D and spatial variation 
and subsurface scattering involve 6D-8D functions. In computer vision, problems like lighting insensitive facial 
recognition similarly involve understanding the space of appearance variation across lighting and view. Since 
hundreds of samples may be required in each dimension, and the total size is exponential in the dimensionality 
brute force acquisition or pre-computation is often not even feasible. In this talk, we describe a signal-processing 
approach that exploits the coherence, sparsity and inherent low-dimensionality of the visual data, to derive novel 
efficient sampling and reconstruction algorithms. We describe a variety of new computational methods and 
applications, from affine wavelet transforms for real-time rendering with area lights, to space-time and space-angle 
frequency analysis for motion blur and global illumination, to compressive light transport acquisition. In computer 
vision, we introduce a new framework of differential photometric reconstruction to tame the complexity of real-world 
reflectance functions. The results point toward a unified sampling theory applicable to many areas of signal 
processing, computer graphics and computer vision. 
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